
What is legal and fair use of Spinning Babies® in your work and publicity? 

Spinning Babies is an approach to childbirth recognized around the world. Your help is 
needed to maintain the integrity of  Spinning Babies® message. Understanding Spinning 
Babies trademarks and copyrights.  Spinning Babies legal name is Maternity House 
Publishing, Inc. Thank you for your cooperation in following them. 

Here’s a guide for the Spinning Babies enthusiast to share the new knowledge: 

1. Use of the “Spinning Babies” logo and name.  “Spinning Babies” is a registered 

trademark. You may not use the name Spinning Babies in your url, business name, services 
or classes unless Spinning Babies has a signed license agreement with you. You may list 

your attendance at a “Spinning Babies® Workshop” or another applicable educational 
offering you took. “Spinning Babies® Approved Trainers” have completed a longer training 

program. Spinning Babies logo and name should not be used unless we enter into a 
licensing agreement granting you rights to use the logo.

2. Teaching the “Spinning Babies” protocols.  The techniques outlined in our 

materials are taken from many sources and we do not claim ownership over any technique.  

The arrangement of selected techniques, and our names for those arrangements are unique 

to Spinning Babies. “Spinning Babies”, “Three Sisters of Balance”, “Balance, Gravity and 

Movement”, and “Change Birth on Earth” are our service marks and may only be used by 

Spinning Babies and Spinning Babies trainers. You can teach techniques, but not use our 

brand name or arrangements.

3. Use of materials produced by Maternity House Publishing.  The copyright in 

Spinning Babies’ books and other materials is owned by Maternity House Publishing.  

Copies of books and materials, including download codes for gift or resale, can be bought 

though Spinning Babies. We do not grant you the right to duplicate or distribute (email) 

downloads unless permission is printed on the material or you have a license (i.e., Certified 
Parent Educators have a right to give certain materials to their registered students. You may 
not post, use or print photographs or other images from Spinning Babies’ website or other 
locations without our prior written permission. If you wish to distribute our materials in 
your classes or from your website, we happy are to discuss our affiliate programs with you. 

Thank you for upholding the gift of Spinning Babies in our era,
Gail Tully 
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